
4. Conclusions and Suggestions 

One important strategy for great performance in an insurance company is to have 

a great asset allocation management program. Two points need to be followed when 

deciding on asset allocation ratios is what instruments managers will use and how best 

to allocate the assets. This paper is intended as an investigation of deciding on asset 

allocation ratios at cash, stock, bond and real estate by finding optimal our 

constructed objective outcomes and following the rebalancing principle. 

We applied simulation techniques to simulate some situations that insurance 

companies handle. Moreover, we performed dynamic programming asset allocation, 

and wanted to know what allocation ratios and how rebalancing affected our objective 

outcomes. After simulating 23 years for 1,000 times, we found how insurance 

company allocated their capital in four accounts: cash, stock, fifteen kinds of maturity 

bonds, and real estate. We finally pointed out strategy resulted in the best outcome by 

comparing between single period optimal and rebalanced outcomes. 

Our constructed objective function shows that we are finding a rough allocation 

ratio that lead to the best outcome of our testing allocation ratio as follows: 

Cash Stock Bond Real Estate

0% 20% 40% 40% 

Moreover, we decided whether rebalance every six years, and after comparing all 

possible rebalancing timing, we concluded that the best strategy is to allocate as 
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follows and to rebalance in good time: 

Cash Stock Bond Real Estate OUTCOME
Best Rebalancing 

Timing 
OUTCOME 

40% 0% 0% 60% -1.755E+11 1 7 0 19 1.86E+11 

These results may explain why it is necessary to rebalance every so often. By 

rebalancing, we are rewarded with high returns and are able to buy the investment 

instrument at lower prices. Perhaps someday, we can sell it at higher prices and start 

over again. Further studies may try other objective functions, use more precise asset 

allocation ratios, and more closely examine rebalancing timing of asset allocation. 
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